Crewkerne & District Astronomical Societv
All timings are Universal Time. (G.M.T.)
Moon's Phases

(Deduct

Last Quarter
New
First Quarter
Full

I hour from B.S.T.)

August 07d. 02h. l5m.

* l4d. 15h.05m.
* 22d.19h. 43m.
" 29d.18h. 47m.
Moon at perigee (nearest to Earth) Aug. 02d. 10h. Diam. 32' 59"
29'26"
Moon at apogee (furthest from Earth) ' l8d. 03h. "
Moon at perigee
' 30d. 15h. " 33'20"
The Planets

Mercury : An evening object, but close to the Sun all month. At the start of the month it sets at 20.20, 30 minutes after sunset, and at
theendatlg.20,again%houraftertheSun. ItbeginsthemonthontheborderofCancerwithLeo. TravellingS.E.itpassesloN.of I't.
mag. star Regulus (Alpha Leonis) on the 7ft., when it will also be 0.6o N. of Jupiter. Crossing Leo, it enters Virgo around the 24th. and ends
the month some 20o N.W. of !st. mag. Spica (Alpha Virginis). A total tavel of 40o.
Mid month it will be mag. -0.2, 5.5" diam., elongation 20o W. and setting at 20.00, % an hour after sunset.
Venus : With solar inferior conjunction occuring on the 156., Venus can be ignored until the end of the month. On the I't. it sets at
sunset, 19.50. On the 20tr. it rises at dawn, 04.50, and on the 31't. at 03.40, l% hours before the Sun. Also in eastern Leo, but moving N.W.
Around the 156. it enters Cancer and ends the month some 15o W.S.W. of Regulus, a total distance of l6o.
Mid month it will be mag. -4.0, 57" diam. and elong. 8o W.
Mars : Continues to be a morning object. At the beginning of the month it rises just after 03.00, an hour & l0 minutes before dawn,
and at the end just before 03.00, 2 hours & l0 minutes before the Sun. On the I't. it is in eastern Gemini. Travelling E. it enters Cancer
aroundthe5'h.,andonthe3l't.itlies2oW.oftheborderwithLeo. Atotaltravelof20o. Onthel3tr.at05.00Marswillbe6oN.ofthe
Moon, a day before New.
Mid month Mars will be mag. 1.7, 3.7" diam., elong. l8o W. and rising at 03.00.
Jupiter : Another badly placed planet, invisible for much of the month as it heads for solir conjunction on the 266., becoming a morningobjict. On the I't. it sets atz}.z}, % hour after sunset. By the 23d. itsets at sunset. On the 28m. it rises at dawn, 05.00, and on the 3l't. at
0.i..i5, 20 minutes before the Sun. Remaining in Leo. it moves 6o S.E. during the month. On the 7ft. it will be passed by Mercury 0.6" i.i.
of it, and on the l0s. Jupiter will pass 0.4o N. of Regulus.
Mid month it will be mag. -1.7, 3l " diam., elong. 9o E. and setting at 19.40, 15 minutes after sunset.

Saturn:

Remainsaneveningobjectbutgettingearlier.

Atthestartofthemonthitsetsat23.30,andbytheendat2l.30,2%hotxs

after sunset. Still in eastern Libra, from a stationary point on the 2nd. it travels %o S.E. to the end of the month, when it will be on the
border of Libra with Ophiuchus. On the22"d. at 17.00 it will lie 3o S. of the F.Q. Moon.
Mid month Saturn will be mag. +0.5, disc diam. 16.9", rings 38.4" (inclinedat24.l"), elong. 97o W. and setting at22.30,
Titan, mag. 8.2 & elong. 180". Greatest W. elong. on Aug. 3 & 19. Greatest E. elong. on Aug.
& 27.
Uranus : A late evening / morning object, also getting earlier. On the l't. it rises at22.00 and by the 3l't. at 20.00, an hour & 20 minutes
after sunset. Remaining in S.E. Pisces, near the Cetus border, it moves only Yz" S.W. during the month. lt ends it 0.4o S. of the double star
Zeta(86) Piscium (mags. 5.6 & 6.5, separation 23").
Mid month it will be mag. 5.8, 3.6" diam., elong. 122" W. and rising at 21.00, l% hours after sunset.
Neptune : A good evening objecl heading for opposition on Sept. ls. At the beginning of the month it rises just before 21.00, an hour &
l0 minutes after sunset. At the end it rises at sunset, 18.50 and sets at dawn, 05.10. Continuing to lie in N.E. Aquarius, it travels 0.8o S.W.
during the month, to end it 2.3o W.N.W. of the mag. 6.2 star 70 Aqu. At midnight on the 29tr./ 30ft. it will be 30 S. of the Full Moon.
Mid month it will be mag. 7.8, 2.4" diam., elong. 163o W. and rising at 19.50, % hour after sunset
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Meteors

Ioia Aquarids : July - August

. One ma,ximum on Aug. 6s. and two radiants. The northernmost one at

R,A. 22h.}4m.,Dec.

is 57zo S. of 4ft. mag. star Alpha. Aqu. Culmination at 0l.lh, altitude 33o. The other one is at R.A. 22h.10m.
of 4th. mag. star Delta Aqu. Zenith Hourly Rate 8. Moon fairly favourable, L.Q., rising at22.39

wliicli
& Dec.-15o, which is lOo W.
-6o,

Perseids : July 23 - Aug. 20. Maximum Aug. 13 , 06h. Probably the best known of all the meteor showers, and one of the most prolific
with a Z.H.R. of 80+. Created when the Earth passes through the dust left behind by Comet Pl09 Swift / Tuttle. It has an orbital period of
129 years and its last perihelion passage was in 1992. The shower's radiant is at R.A. 03h.13m., Dec. +58o, around 8o N. of 2nd. mag. Alpha
persii. The Moon is favourable, New on the l4s. It sets at 18.00 on the 12tr., rises at 03.34 0n the 13ft., and sets again at 18.34.
Deep Skv Obiects

M92 (NGC 634f) : A globular

cluster in Hercules, discovered by Johann Elert Bode in 1771, observing from Berlin. Charles Messier,
unaware of Bode's observation, found it in l78l and entered it into his catalogue. Two years later, William Herschel was able to resolve it
into "very many small stars". At a distance of 27,000 Light Years, M92 is not much further away than the famous globular M13, but with
a diameter of I l0 L.Y. and only 400,000 solar masses it is considerably smaller. M92 orbits the galactic centre every 200 million years.
A large eccenhicity leads it as close as 5,000 L.Y., and as far as 35,000 L.Y. from the galactric centre. In about 1,400 years, as a result of
the precession of the Earth's rotation axis, M92 will be within lo of the celestial North pole. Its estimated age is 14,000 million years - as
The brightest stars are 12ft. mag. red giants. There are 20 stars brighter than mag. t+.Sl Visually M92 is mag. 6.5,
old as the universe
just visible with the naked eye under good seeing conditions. It is great in a reasonable sized telescope. Its apparent diam. is l4'.
To find it, start from the 'Keystone' of Hercules. From the N.E. corner star, mag. 3.2 Pi (67) go 6Yz" N. to M92.
R.A. I 7h. I 7m.7s. Dec. 48o 0E' I
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